Based on the linear model of guidance instrument error separation, study on the separation accuracy affected by data sampling rate of inertial navigation equipment. First, theoretically proved that the higher data sampling rate is, the higher separation accuracy we can get. Second, a method for determining the optimal sampling rate is presented, whose idea is from the model itself. At last, the simulation results can verify the above two conclusions.
Introduction
Guidance instrument error separation is an important method for evaluating inertial navigation equipment performance and verifying the conformity between land tests and air tests. By evaluating the coefficient of guidance instrument error term, we can amend the inertial trajectory with the help of environmental function [1] . Zhang Z.L. gave the general idea of guidance instrument error separation first in china [2] , and he pointed out that the most basic methods of analysis is the standard integral method or the environment function method. Sha Y. et al transformed the problem of guidance instrument error separation into a linear regression problem [3] . Towards the linear regression problem, Luo & Wu evaluated the estimation accuracy based on hypothesis testing method [4] .
According to the basic theory of point-estimation, it is right that "more sample, higher accuracy" [5] . But in problem of guidance instrument error separation, the target to be estimated is a vector. It seems that more samples will make better estimation accuracy [6] . But this conclusion is lack of rigorous theoretical proof. In another hand, it can not always be better when the sampling rate goes higher. There are two reasons: 1) it is high cost in hardware when the sampling rate goes higher; 2) usually it doesn't need very high sampling rate to meet the accuracy requirements. In summary, there must be an optimal sampling rate, and we can increase sampling rate until the estimation accuracy is enough towards the linear model and measured data.
Till now, the research on the relationship between data sampling rate and separation accuracy has not been reported in publications, which the paper talks about. In part 2, we theoretically proved that the relationship between the vector estimation accuracy and data sampling rate. In part 3, a method for determining the best optimal sampling rate is presented based on the linear model. In part 4, the theoretical results are verified by computing measured data.
Linear separation model and separation accuracy analysis

Linear separation model
Consider the linear model guidance instrument error separation in the velocity field [7] [8] : Usually, we don't know the real velocity vector data in inertial reference frame, as an alternative we can use
which stands for data translated from data measured in emission reference frame. So equation (1) can be rewritten as:
For simple:
Where, 
Accuracy of the least squares solution
The least squares solution of problem (3) is [9] :
Ĉ is the estimation of guidance instrument error coefficient vector by least square, and its variance can also represent the estimation accuracy or separation accuracy. That is
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So the variance of Ĉ is:
Where subscript ii stands for the i th diagonal element of matrix. When we talk about the whole estimation accuracy, usually we refer to the trace of
The trace of
S S is an important indicator of the estimation accuracy of guidance instrument error coefficient vector, and also is the object this paper focus on.
Impact analysis of data sampling rate
Consider the linear model of guidance instrument error separation:
W SC e , with n by m environmental function matrix S , and usually n m > . Denote the matrix composed by added sample data by b S , so the augmented environment function matrix can be denoted as
So the linear model can be rewritten as:
So that the accuracy index is changed into
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According to the matrix seeking the inverse theorem [10] :
S S S S S S S S S S S S
( 1 1 ) Next, what we should do is to prove the following formula :
( 1 2 ) First, without proof give five theorems about trace of matrix [10] : Theorem 1: If matrix A is positive and reversible, then its inverse matrix 
，so matrix S is column full rank. And we can get the equation (2) Consider a special situation when 1 S is a 1 m × matrix (vector), that is increasing one sample into environmental function matrix. Notice that
is always right according to Theorem 4. 
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(4) Now, we will prove Proposition1 by mathematical induction method. (2) and (3), 1 1
is right. So we can get this equation:
( 1 6 ) According to mathematical induction method, when k S is a k m × matrix, 1 k ≥ , and 0 k ≠ S , we can get
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( 1 8 )
Proposition 3:
When the sampling time interval of original environmental function matrix S is short enough, and do l times of mid-point interpolation on S , so that the sample number of G is 2 l times of S ,
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Proof:
According to the result of Proposition 2, Proposition 3 is obviously right.
Constraints on sampling data from trajectory accuracy
In fact, there should be a reasonable sup of data sampling rate. That is to say, it doesn't need a very high data sampling rate to achieve the accuracy requirement in trajectory calculation. Consider linear model
W SC e , we consider SC as the system component of ∆W , and ′ e as the random component. So, when we get the estimation Ĉ , the estimation of system component of ∆W is Ŝ C . Since Ĉ is estimation value, so it has estimation error. We can believe that Ĉ obeys the normal distribution, as the follow equation shows:
var( ) , 1, 2,..., ( , ), ( , ,..., )
In order to guarantee that the system component of ∆W is fully extracted, the magnitude of ∆ S should be much more less than magnitude of random component, that is:
Since the variance of random component σ is regarded as a constant, so (19) can be rewritten as:
We call max( ) ∆ S separation accuracy characteristic value. Take (18) into (21), that is:
Where,
S S S S S S S S
, then delete σ together:
As the increase of sampling rate,
both will be diminished.
is lower than 0.01, we consider the sampling rate as the optimal data sampling rate.
Simulation
Verification of direct proportion between sampling rate and estimation accuracy
This section verifies the conclusions of part 2. Base on the measurement of position and speed in the whole trajectory, we can get data in various sampling rate, such as 10Hz, 20Hz, 40Hz and 80Hz. 
Compute the value of
, and draw the result in fig.1 . fig.1 , we can see when the sampling rate reaches 60Hz, the separation accuracy characteristic value is close to 0.01, which nearly meet the conditions of equation (23). So, for this measured data, the proper data sampling rate should be 60Hz.
Conclusion
First, theoretically deduced the relationship between data sampling rate and separation accuracy. Then, a method for determining an optimal sampling rate based on the linear model is given. At last, we verified our conclusions by measured data computing.
Generally speaking, enhancing data sampling rate will get higher estimation accuracy in guidance instrument error separation. But, when the sampling rate is above a certain value, it is not meaningful to continue improvement. According the method presented in this article, we can determine a proper or an optimal data sampling rate for any measured data. Further, by lots of data computing of the same inertial navigation equipment, we can get the best sampling rate of the equipment. In summary, the method presented can be use in experiment design and equipment hardware design.
